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The Best of Classic Car Collection Hobby & Business
Since August is the height of Concours d’Elegance activities and up-scale auctions
almost everywhere, this report to and for the Car People of the Automotive Industry
focuses on the “Mecca”- Pebble Beach - Monterey Week
Every year these events dominate the classic car world with the best the hobby has to
offer. Now, going on 65 years strong, and still growing like crazy, it’s the # 1 in the
World!

Here’s just a taste of the highlights of this incredible week in August:
Tuesday in August
The Buzz started on Tuesday with the Concours on the Avenue, Ocean Avenue in the
heart of Carmel-by-the-Sea. This day-long event is free and presents interesting cars
from around the country. From Alfas to Zagatos with everything in between, classics,
sports cars, steam cars, and electrics of all stripes come to show off their provenance.
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Wednesday in August
Featured the Gordon McCall Motor Works Revival at the Monterey Jet Center embraces.
High-end cars that dazzle the equally prominent clientele. Champagne and Caviar flow
and it’s become The Place to be seen.

Thursday in August
Showcases the PB Tour d’Elegance:
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Friday in August
It’s time to visit the 21st Annual Pacific Grove Concours on Lighthouse Avenue—a very
laid back show featuring early Porsches, super sport cars and backyard restorations.

Sunday in August
Entrants were encouraged to join the Tour to Carmel Valley and down the coast to Big
Sur and return to Ocean Avenue in Carmel for their lunch stop before returning to the
Concours staging area. A very busy, tight access and hardly any parking. But, a great way
to see the cars with this sneak preview.
So far, all of the above are free to spectators.
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The QUAIL, A Motorsports Gathering in Carmel Valley slows things down a bit, the
show. This is an all-day affair including vino and catered goodies for lots of bucks by
those invited.

To give you more on what really came down at Pebble Beach this year, here is a link to
the Modern Supercars that were offered up for sale at The Pebble Beach Auctions
http://www.montereycarweek.com/
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